and occupation. Occasionally, the sources indicate mother-child relationships, but there is rarely sufficient information for even a partial reconstruction of collateral and lineal kin. Indeed, the absence of fairly detailed genealogical data has been a major barrier to understanding naming practices and slave kin networks in the Caribbean.11
The Barbados Data One of England's oldest New World colonies, Barbados was the first to develop a system of plantation sugar production dependent on African slave labor. Throughout the second half of the seventeenth century and the early eighteenth, this i66-square-mile island was the wealthiest and most populous colony in English America. When Barbados reached the zenith of its prosperity in the i670s, its population of African birth or descent was about 32,800-almost double the combined total in England's five other Caribbean colonies and close to six times the total number in all of England's mainland colonies. During the late seventeenth century, blacks averaged about 65 percent, if not more, of Barbados's population, and by the late eighteenth century the slave population of around 70,000 constituted approximately 8o percent. Even after Jamaica preempted Barbados's prominence in England's sugar empire around the I730s, Barbadian society continued to be dominated by plantation sugar production and slave labor, and for most of its history, the island had a larger percentage of whites than any other British West Indian territory. There were about I7,000 whites during the late eighteenth century, and during the i820s and early i830s whites averaged around I4,700, roughly I5 percent of the island's population. Although most whites were neither plantation owners nor wealthy, the plantocracy (a high percentage of which was resident, not absentee) controlled the island's political, legal, ecclesiastical, and economic institutions and "ardently defended the institution of slavery on which the Barbadian social order rested."12 Our analysis of Barbados slave names and naming practices is based on 2, 229 names gathered intermittently during the course of a wider study of Barbadian slave life.13 These names come from plantation inventories and slave lists, newspaper advertisements, legal documents, and similar primary sources spanning the period from the i650s to the i820S.14 Eleven percent of our sample is from the i650s to the i69oS, 28 percent from the I720S to the I760s, 22 percent from the I78os to the i8ios, and 39 percent from the i820S. By the mid-eighteenth century, most slaves in Barbados were born on the island, and by the i820S well over go percent were creoles. Although we make no claim for the statistical representativeness of the sample, it comprises 5I percent females and 49 percent males (only twenty-one individuals could not be identified by sex), corresponding to the approximately 52 percent female and 48 percent male distribution that obtained in Barbados's wider slave population throughout most of the period of slavery.15
African Naming Practices
We contend that in the earliest periods of slavery in Barbados, slaves followed certain principles and practices of African naming procedures even though these procedures were torn from the social and ritual contexts that had existed in Africa. We also contend that creole slaves generally named themselves, although the vast majority of those names were never recorded and many or most of them were not the names by which the slaves were known to the masters. The names the masters knew are the names that appear in the primary sources, and it can be misleading to assume, as scholars sometimes do, that these were the only names that slaves possessed. The data on slave life provided by modern scholarship make clear that Africans carried with them across the Atlantic a variety of ideas and practices that were reinterpreted or continued, in whatever attenuated fashion, under the harsh restrictions of the plantation,16 and it is reasonable to expect that various dimensions of naming practices also continued in the New World.
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the early periods of the transatlantic slave trade as well as in more recent times. 19 The criteria used in assigning names varied widely. Aside from names of Christian or Islamic origin, children could be named after the day, time, or place of their birth or for their birth order in a family (e.g., the first born son might receive one name, the second born another, and so forth; daughters could also have their own set of names); sometimes children received deprecatory names (to mislead evil spirits, especially if an older sibling had died), were named after an event or incident that occurred during pregnancy or birth, such as an annual festival, a market day, or a stormy day; they could be named for the circumstances of birth or special physical characteristics (e.g., albino, twins, six fingers, how loudly the infant screamed at birth) or a personality trait. Children could also be named after male or female relatives, including living grandparents, ancestors (if, for example, a child was considered a reincarnation), or even friends of the parents or prominent persons attending the birth. These criteria were not always mutually exclusive, and several could be operative in the same culture at the same time or at different points in a person's life, because it was not uncommon for names to change during the course of a lifetime.20
Name Givers
Who assigned names to the slave children born on Barbadian plantations? Were the names we find in primary sources given by the masters, by parents 19 See Adam Jones, ed., German Sources for West African History, i599-i669 (Wiesbaden, i983), 88, 2i8; Brodie Cruickshank, Eighteen Years on the Gold Coast of Africa . , 2 vols. (London, or other kin, or by nonkin members of the slave community? The way in which slave names in the historical record are to be understood hinges on this question. Whether or not slaves carried additional names during their lifetimes, if they themselves chose the names that appear in the primary sources, then the names have vastly different import and afford greater insight into slave life than if assigned by masters. This is a key issue in the study of slave naming patterns throughout the New World. The scholarly literature on Anglo-American slavery implies and sometimes explicitly argues that naming was the master's domain. Writers on the West Indies have usually maintained that slave names were imposed or at least approved by plantation authorities, but the direct evidence for such assertions is very slim and often equivocal.21 Speaking of Jamaica, John Taylor, an Englishman who lived on the island in i687, mentions that when slaves "are born the [white] overseer names them," but his experience with plantation slaves was limited, and his comment does not preclude the possibility that slaves also named themselves or, at any rate, had names that were only used among themselves. In a similar vein, Matthew "Monk" Lewis, a nineteenth-century Jamaican planter, seems to have named slave children on his plantation, but he may have allowed some input from the parents; even so, there is no way of telling whether Lewis's slaves developed other names for each other over which Lewis had no control. Even Thomas Thistlewood's diary, a rich source of information on mid-eighteenth-century Jamaican slave life, does not make explicit whether blacks or whites had primary responsibility for naming on the cattle pen he managed. Morgan conjectures that it was "a combination of the two," although "over time, slaves probably began to assume some of the responsibility for naming" their children. All in all, we agree with Higman that there is insufficient evidence to decide this issue definitively. 22 For North America, scholars have reached different conclusions, which may reflect not only interpretations of the evidence but also variations in time, place, and the practices of individual slavemasters. Allan Kulikoff surmises that slaves in the Chesapeake "almost never gave their children African names, but apparently had to accept the names masters chose for them." The patterns discerned by Kulikoff do not eliminate the possibility that slaves gave names to their children that were unrecognized by plantation authorities or not recorded by them. Other studies of North American slavery dispute, as John Thornton phrases it, "the old idea that masters assigned names to slaves or that slaves imitated masters' systems of naming." In studies of Carolina slave names, John Inscoe and Cody infer that, whereas Africanborn slaves were renamed by plantation authorities, most slaves in subsequent generations freely chose their children's names. Similar conclusions have been reached for the antebellum southern states by Eugene D. Genovese and Gutman; the latter also observes that "the names given to most children make it improbable that owners busied themselves naming newborn slave children." John W. Blassingame more equivocally writes that, "while most nineteenth-century slave children were named by their parents, many were named by their masters and mistresses."23
The Barbados sources offer no direct evidence on "how far slave names were chosen by the slaves themselves and how far they were imposed by the masters,"24 although inferences can be drawn from them. 25 Barbados Mercury and Bridgetown Gazette, Jan. io-Feb. I4, i807. At Vineyard, a typical mid-i8th-century Jamaican cattle pen, a little more than half of the slaves in July I750 were African-born. According to Morgan, they were known by English (e. g., George, Betty) or African (e. g., Accubah, Phibbah) names, but recently purchased "New Negroes" were "each known by an African as well as an Anglo-Jamaican name" that was "almost certainly" given by either the pen's owner or an earlier manager; Morgan does not clarify whether the African name was also bestowed by the white authorities; Morgan, "Slaves and Livestock," 52, 53. vide a direction in seeking the answer. With respect to plantation organization and slave treatment, these plantations did not differ significantly from other medium-to-large eighteenth-century Barbadian plantations; however, from early in the eighteenth century the church emphasized slave baptism and, in what was a unique practice at the time, assigned a catechist to plantation slaves. Most, if not all, of the baptized slaves at Codrington in I74I were creoles; although all had Anglo-European Christian names, about 45 percent also possessed African "plantation names" (names slaves used among themselves, in contrast to baptismal names or names given by masters) or nicknames (Table I) . African or African-type plantation names can be assumed to have come from the slave community itself. African names occasionally occur in the Barbados baptismal registers during the later years of the slave period. The persons involved are usually adults, but several entries have been discovered of infants or small children with African names. In i827, Ruthy's son Cudjoe, an "infant slave," was baptized, as was Betsy Mingo, an "infant slave" whose mother was Princess; in I826, Hannah Quash, aged five, and Betsy Mimbah, aged three, were baptized.26
Namesaking patterns, including genealogical data compiled from the I796 slave lists at Newton and Seawell, both fairly typical Barbadian plantations, indicate that naming children after kinsmen, including extended kin, was common.27 This practice points to the role slaves played in their own naming. It can be assumed that plantation authorities had little interest in formally recognizing slave kin ties or the emotional or social value that slaves placed on those ties. It is thus unlikely that the authorities named slave children after kinsmen. The occasional naming of children for their fathers and other paternal relatives, thereby acknowledging a "blood" tie that was of little importance to masters, is compelling inferential evidence that slaves named their own children.28 Further, as Cody argues for South Carolina, the duplication of names created by namesaking seems at odds with the need for authorities, whose primary imperative was to distinguish between individual slaves, "to simplify the allocation of tasks and provisions." Higman also argues that, because names were used as identifiers, masters would tend to avoid duplicating names on the same property, but, he notes, such duplication "could arise through sale or removal or through the recognition of slave preferences." At Newton, however, with all but six slaves having been born on the plantation, the high incidence of kin namesakes suggests that, even if authorities held ultimate responsibility for naming, slave preference was a major, if not an overriding, consideration in the choice.29 26 In light of indications that in established communities of creole slaves, the slaves themselves, and not the plantation authorities, usually named their children, the question arises as to who gave the names. In discussing naming practices in the United States, Gutman makes suggestions that may be relevant to Barbados. Maintaining that historians overemphasize the role of slaveowners, he proposes focusing on "grandparents and other elderly kin. Some evidence hints that they played that role, and it is well known that grandparents did so in many West African societies." Gutman, however, generalizes from very limited data and misinterprets the one source he cites.30 We have been unable to acquire much West African ethnographic data that identifies precisely the name givers and their relationship to the newly born. Some authors vaguely mention the household head, implying a senior male; others might specify the father or another paternal relative. Where specific data are available, they show a range of practices. For example, among some Angolan peoples, depending on circumstances, the mother or father named the child. Yoruba children received names from a number of relatives, including the father's parents, but the name most commonly used was the one preferred by the father and mother, and, according to William Bascom, this was "often the name suggested by one of them in the first place." Ibo names were independently proposed by "the families of the father and mother," although the "family with the greater social prestige" usually determined the final selection, or Ibo naming was performed by the "head of the household." Among the Igbo, parents chose the names, as did the Tiv, although it appears the Tiv father gave the most important name at birth. In some areas of the Cameroons, fathers named the newborn infant; in other areas, mothers usually named daughters while fathers named their sons. Among the Asante (Ashanti) and neighboring Gold Coast peoples, the father named the child, usually after his ancestors on either side.31 As in other features of naming, there was evidently considerable variation among West Africans, but parents, not grandparents, seem to have been the main name givers.
In Barbados, although we have no specific information on this point (and information in the scholarly literature on the West Indies is similarly wanting), it is quite possible that the slave parents, particularly mothers, were largely responsible for naming their children, although grandparents resident on the plantation where the child was born may have played some role. From earliest times, Barbadian slave mothers gave birth in their houses in The Barbados sample has quite a few African or African-derived names. As seen in Table II , the most common are day names such as Cuffey (Friday) and Quashy (Sunday) for males and Phibah (Friday) and Juba (Monday) for females. Interestingly, Cubenah, a male name in West Africa, occurs several times as a female and never as a male name in the Barbados sample, and Quashy, although mainly a male name, occasionally appears as a female second name. These examples suggest that day names could be perpetuated without an awareness of, or concern with, their specific West African meanings. An Anglican priest who spent about a year in Barbados during the late i86os (several decades after emancipation) remarked how "the ancient African names still linger" and recorded a number of such names; he contended, however, that some features of African naming patterns had "died out in Barbados, and the names are applied indiscriminately."34 With respect to the slave period or later, our data preclude verifying African day names against the day on which a person was born; for example, we have no way of knowing how many Cuffeys or Phibahs were actually born on Friday.
Most African names in the Barbados sample are easily determined because of their variation from English or European names; in some cases an unusual spelling variation or an uncommon name makes derivation difficult to establish. Although we have disregarded these borderline cases, we are also mindful of Thornton's warning in his innovative and illuminating study of early Angolan and west-central African naming patterns that "it is not always so The most common names are those associated with 9 or more individuals; names with fewer than 9 individuals constitute a small and nonrepresentative portion of the African sample. is likely, as 35 Thornton, "Central African Names and African-American Naming Patterns," 728. Using African ethnographic evidence collected during the late i9th and 20th centuries may affect our interpretations of slave naming practices. However, we are assuming a slower rate of change in African customs relating to naming and try to rely on sources that date or utilize materials from the precolonial or the early colonial periods. 36 In i6 estate inventories from i8th-and i9th-century Jamaica, DeCamp found that "the proportion of day-names among the slave names listed varied from plantation to plantation, from less than three percent up to twenty percent." However, he looked only at day names and did not include other names of possible African derivation, in "African Day-Names in Jamaica," I42. While Craton found a remarkably high percentage of African names in the I730 Worthy Park list (53%, including 27 of 54 estate-born slave children with Akan day names), the occurrence in subsequent years was considerably lower than in the Barbados sample: 6.8% in I793, 6.6% in i8I7, and I.3% in i838 (Searchingfor the Invisible Man, i6o). J. L. Dillard observed for Nova Scotia, "that there were many more West African names which went unrecorded than were ever put on paper."39 Although the African-born in Barbados are often identified in the documents by English-or European-language names, there is clear evidence that some were known by African names. Coffee, for example, was an elderly slave from the Gold Coast in the i670s; Combah was an "African woman" who had escaped from her master in the I780s.40 We have no islandwide data for the frequency with which the African-born were known by African names,41 but the sharp decline in African names toward the end of the slave period probably cannot be explained entirely by the absence of new arrivals from Africa after the abolition of the slave trade in i8o8 or even by undercounting in our sample. For example, the I796 slave lists at Seawell plantation designate whether a slave was African-or Barbados-born. Only 20 percent of the individuals with seemingly African names were African-born, and the remaining 8o percent with African names were all born in Barbados; a considerable number of the latter were the children of parents born on the plantation. On Newton plantation, only one of approximately fifty individuals with African names was from Africa. Newspaper advertisements for runaway slaves also present occasional examples of creoles bearing African names; in i8o8, for example, Cuffy, a creole, absconded, as did a girl called Betty Cubbah.42 In i833, at the twilight of the slave period, when all the Codrington slaves were creoles and had been systematically exposed to Christianity longer than any other group of Barbadian plantation slaves, the bishop of Barbados, reporting on a recently manumitted woman, Betty Occo, emphasized how "our names still savour a little of Africa."43 The use of African names did not depend on reinforcement from newly arrived Africans; it seems to have reflected a cultural practice or tendency that placed some value on African names and, as noted above, continued for many years after the slave period had terminated. In particular, as we discuss below, some African names may have been perpetuated through namesakes, a prac- With the possible exception of the last few decades of the slave period, the continued and relatively common use of African names in Barbados (most strikingly'among the children of estate-born parents at Seawell) indicates that slaves could assign names to themselves that were recognized and accepted by plantation authorities. It is highly unlikely that a slave master would have the knowledge or desire to give a child a day name or a birthorder name or any name that is lexically identifiable as African. Table III . The twenty-two most common male names or name clusters (the latter defined as variant spellings and derivatives or diminutives of one name), as noted above, were held by 458 males, more than half of whom shared but six names. Similarly, twenty-four names were distributed among 525 females, with six names shared by over half of these individuals. Further, most of the names in Table  III also 52 The most common female names in England at this time were Mary, Elizabeth, and Ann; ibid., xxviii. In one form or another, these also were very common slave names (see Table III ). The most common names are those associated with 9 or more individuals; names with fewer than 9 individuals constitute a small and nonrepresentative portion of the AngloEuropean sample.
very common slave names such as Sam and Jack may, in fact, be derived from African names: for example, Quaco became Jack and Sambo became Sam. In his study of South Carolina, Peter Wood argues that changing African names into similar sounding English ones, along with direct translations of event or day names, arose from linguistic accommodation and represented a kind of compromise between slave and master. Dillard, on the other hand, seems to imply that slaves used such anglicizations to disguise their own practices from whites. Genovese also suggests that slaves themselves were responsible for anglicizations in attempts to "live their own lives in their own way."53 The Barbados data do not indicate whether these derivations were African survivals in an altered form or incorporations from European sources into slave naming practices. Naming after the day or circumstances of one's birth was also common until the seventeenth century in England; "children were often christened with names [e. g., Christmas, Nowell, Easter, Whitsun] referring to the day of their birth." English practice may have influenced some of the names found in Barbados, while other day names, particularly those referring to the days of the week, although given in the English language (and represented by only a few cases in our sample) were probably, as Thornton contends, "related to the African 56 Quoted in Jones, German Sources, 88, i09. 57 Thornton, "Central African Names and African-American Naming Patterns," 729, 730. "In studying family genealogies" among the Ibo, Wieschhoff also discovered that "following the period of European contacts there was a tendency to substitute English for Ibo names"; "Social Significance of Names," 221. our Barbados slave sample (Table III) 
Plantation Names and Nicknames
It was (and is) customary in West Africa to have a number of names. Nicknames, in particular, are widespread; they are also ubiquitous features of Afro-American naming systems, including the contemporary Caribbean.59 In the West Indies, this pattern has been documented for many years. In the late nineteenth century, for example, decades after emancipation, George Hawtayne (writing under the pseudonym X. Beke) observed that "every" working-class black person "in some of the West India Islands" had, in addition to a "lengthy and romantic" baptismal name, "a play-name, or name for common every day use, which is as a rule, short and so to speak, handy."60
The practice that attracted Hawtayne's attention was a continuation of cultural norms that were prevalent features of earlier periods: all evidence indicates that plantation names and multiple names in general were widespread among North American and Caribbean slaves. In the i840s, for example, "an employee of two South Carolina planters tried to make an inventory of their slave holdings according to age and skills"; he found it difficult, however, "to get a satisfactory list of them" because they were "called by so many different names among themselves." A French Guiana (Cayenne) plantation inventory in the late i6oos includes the slaves' Christian names as well as plantation names and indicates which ones were used by blacks, whites, or both. Although most slaves on this plantation had baptismal names, Thornton reports "they were called by various African names among their comrades." Plantation names were also fairly common among slaves in the French colony of Guadeloupe and in French Louisiana, where, Gwendolyn Midlo Hall observes, "many slaves who were listed in documents under French names actually used African names, which were sometimes listed in court records as second names." DeCamp notes that some Jamaican slaveowners "were aware that the slave parents had a different set of names by which they called their children." Blassingame reports that in the antebellum South, a slave would 58 Table III answer "to one name when called by his master" and use his preferred or "actual name in conversations in the quarters."'6' Direct evidence that Barbadian slaves had multiple names occurs early in the island's history, a practice that confused Europeans. A clause in a 1709 law stressed how slaveowners found it "very difficult to prove a right to Negroes" in contested ownership cases, "their names many times being unintelligible, and many going under two names, and others under one and the same name."62 The wording of this law and the context of the phrasing indicate a common, not an unusual, practice on the island. The "unintelligible" names were undoubtedly African or of African derivation, and "going under two names" implies the use of plantation names-rather than English double names such as Mary Ann or John Andrew. The great likelihood that slaves used plantation names among themselves has important implications for the study of slave names in general. Since the overwhelming majority of these names were never recorded by plantation authorities, they are absent from the historical record.63 A crucial dimension of day-to-day name use among the slaves thus remains obscure. when the list was compiled, it is likely that they had recently acquired their Christian names and that the plantation names were the names that had been, or were still being, used by the slaves among themselves as well as in their dealings with the plantation authorities. The adoption of Anglo or European names following baptism may indicate, as Craton concludes for Jamaica, that conversion to Christianity probably influenced the anglicization of slave names.66 Few slaves in Barbados, with the notable exception of those at Codrington, were baptized until the i820S.67 In our name sample, the incidence of African names remained at about 35 percent until i8i6-i820, when it dropped to 14 percent, suggesting a correlation between conversion and the adoption of anglicized baptismal names. Moreover, although not within our data, it is likely, as indicated by modern Barbadian (and West Indian and West African) practice, not only that nicknames were given to children but also that, as they matured, they acquired additional names (sometimes dropping the earlier ones) as they developed new characteristics, skills, or personal attributes.
Although Maria and its variant spellings are grouped with Mary in

The best evidence for plantation names in Barbados is contained in the
Further evidence that Barbadian slaves had several names, even in the absence of baptismal ones, comes from the 1796 Other, scattered, references suggesting that names originated in the slave community include an i8i9 runaway advertisement that reports the absence of "a mulatto man . . . named William" but emphasizes that he "calls himself Morris"; another refers to a "Negro girl slave named Ariadne, who also answers to the name of Mary." Parish baptismal registers contain similar evidence. In i823 and i824, for example, the St. Joseph register records that James Clarke was "also called Mingo," that Benjamin was "commonly called Within the context of enslavement, the plantation names slaves used among themselves were more than just a means of "individuating persons." Melville J. Herskovits has suggested that "names given by the slaveowners were most likely regarded as but an added designation to which one responded. . . . being accepted with the reservation that different, 'real' names were to be used in the cabin or on other occasions when none but fellow slaves were present." This pattern of using different names among outsiders and community members may have grown out of the slave experience wherein African naming practices, which had been tied to ritual and identity, took on a more practical adaptive function in a situation of subjugation. Calling names "strong metaphors for power relations," especially in the context of slavery, Richard and Sally Price argue that, "in this adaptive use of the naming system, motives such as fear and deception, which play little part in patterns of name use within communities, become relevant."72 In multiple names, both African-born and creole slaves found a means of maintaining self-esteem and establishing an identity that transcended enslavement. By retaining features of African naming systems, slaves were "often successful," as Hall phrases it for French Louisiana (where African names regularly appear in official records), in their "resistance to socialization" to the slave system.73
Namesaking
As in other aspects of the naming process, West Africans showed variations in namesaking. Sometimes children were named after close friends of either or both parents;74 more frequently, they were named after relatives, living or dead. An Asante child was usually named after its father's "forebears on either side of his parentage" or "after a male or female relative on the paternal side," including grandparents. The Temne of Sierra Leone usually named the first child after the father or a paternal relative and the second after the mother or a maternal relative, and the Tikar of the Cameroons named a male child after his grandfather or the oldest male of his lineage. The Kongolese of present-day west-central Africa, according to Thornton, name their children first after the grandparents; "once the four grandparental names are exhausted, children receive their parents' given names."75 Where children were named after relatives, the ethnographic literature is often unclear as to whether the relatives were living or dead. Ancestors played an important role in many West African religions, and where cultural practices established that a child was the reincarnation of a particular ancestor, the child received the name of that ancestor, who might be a grandparent. Such practices may also have informed some of the kin-naming practices of New World slaves. Monk Lewis relates that a slave on his Jamaican plantation requested that his son's name, Oscar, "be changed for that of Julius, which (it seems) had been that of his own father. The child, he said, had always been weakly, and he was persuaded that its ill-health proceeded from his deceased grandfather's being displeased because it had not been called after him."76
The 1796 Newton and Seawell slave lists offer insight into kin-related naming practices, some of which may have been greatly influenced by West African traditions. The lists record each slave by name, place of birth, occupation, sex, and age group and often include information on the number and names of children and the names of mothers, fathers, spouses, and, occasionally, siblings. Although British Caribbean slave masters often compiled lists that detailed the characteristics of their slaves, "they were rarely concerned," writes Higman, "to record the slaves' relationships to one another."77 The Newton and Seawell lists enabled us to compile genealogical charts (Figures I-VIII ) from two to four generations deep (there is only one case of the latter) for forty-nine kin groups or "families."78 These groups include 137 adults with children, approximately 85 percent of the total number of slaves on the two plantations.79 In 1796, about 98 percent of Newton's 255 slaves were born on the plantation (about i percent was born elsewhere in Barbados and another i percent in Africa). Although Seawell had a larger African population (approximately 6 percent of its i82 slaves; the remainder were born at Seawell), only a few Africans, all older people, "intermarried"-that is, cohabited on a continuous basis and were recognized as a stable union by plantation authorities-with the estate-born slaves or had children.80
The genealogical charts show that children could be named after either parent. Of the thirty-six adult males indicated as fathers, nine had a child with the same name; all but one of these namesakes were male (in the exception, Bristol's daughter was Coobah Bristol; Figure VIII Great Sarey's family, from Sampson Wood, "Report on the Negroes," Seawell plantation.
Although only 15 percent of the Newton and Seawell parents had children who shared their names (this percentage would probably be larger if the lists were absolutely accurate and complete and if children at other plantations were taken into account), this seems to reflect a wider practice of naming children after members of a kin network that incorporated more distant relations such as grandparents, affines, and maternal and paternal aunts and uncles. In South Carolina, "slaves may have extended back beyond grandparents to confirm ties to more distant kin,"84 but the Barbados data lack the genealogical depth needed to trace such distant namesakes and rarely show family relations beyond immediate "blood" kin. In any case, at Newton and Seawell it was common to name granddaughters after their maternal grandmothers (of the twenty-five women listed with female grandchildren, eight had granddaughters named after them); slightly less common was naming nieces after maternal aunts (five cases) and nephews after maternal uncles (four cases). In contrast to the frequency of matrilineal namesakes, there were only four namesakes for paternal relatives other than the father.
The relatively high incidence of granddaughters who bore their maternal grandmothers' names, coupled with the comparatively strong tendency for children with double names to be named for other maternal relatives, may point to a matrilineal emphasis. On the other hand, the much smaller number of kin named after paternal relatives may simply result from under-representation of the father's family in the slave lists. As discussed above, plantation authorities recognized more mother-child relationships than father-child relationships, since children born of mothers on other plantations but fathered by Newton and Seawell men were not recorded.
Namesaking for kin seems to have been a fairly common pattern. It is also possible that children bore the names of elders or other respected members of the slave community who were not necessarily blood relations. Groups in the Gold Coast sometimes named their children after close personal friends or "some other person dear to the family," and similar practices may have occurred in the New World. In Jamaica, for example, Bryan Edwards commented favorably on the "high veneration in which old age is held"; elderly people (surely continuing an African terminological practice) were addressed as "Ta Quaco and Ma Quasheba; Ta and Ma, signifying Father and Mother, by which designation they mean to convey not only the idea of filial reverence, but also that of esteem and fondness. The families of Great Jubbah and Great Cudjoe, from Sampson Wood, "Report on the Negroes," Seawell plantation.
porary Anglo-American usage, surnames identify family membership through the father's line, but this is only one of many conventions. In England, for example, surname use among all classes was not common until the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries.-Although many English surnames "were patronymics, even more were place-names indicating the residence or place of origin of the bearer"; others were descriptive of the trades or occupations, and some were "nicknames, sometimes descriptive, sometimes derisive."90 Surnames existed in West Africa but were usually not family names in the European sense, and the method of assigning surnames varied from group to group. Some peoples of Sierra Leone replace names given at birth with new names, including a surname: a boy's surname could be the surname of his mother or some female relative; a girl's could be her father's or that of a male relative. Such surnames indicated descent but were not family names.91
In Barbados, most slaves were identified by a single name, e.g., Bob, Jack, Doll, Cuffey, or Phebah. Of our total 2,229-name sample, 66 percent were single names and 34 percent were double names, e. contrast, although 39 percent of the total sample is from the pre-emancipation nineteenth century, 78 percent (N = 149) with surnames are from this period. Since Barbados registration returns (unlike those of some other West Indian colonies) did not require surnames, it is unlikely that the increase in surnames toward the end of the slave era results from more complete records. Instead, coming at a time when Christian missionary activities among slaves were expanding and ameliorative measures in slave laws and treatment were being taken, the increase may be another reflection of creolization and, perhaps, of changes in the slave system that allowed slaves to form relatively stable multigenerational family groups. How slaves adopted or were assigned surnames is another issue. Writing in the early nineteenth century about the growth of the freedman population (free blacks and mulattoes) in Barbados, J. W. Orderson, a white creole, reported that most slaves who purchased their freedom were already baptized; when they were manumitted, they added "to their Christian name that of their owner's family."94 Illustrations of Orderson's observation can be found in the Newton plantation records. Several manumitted or about to be manumitted slaves seem to have adopted the names of Newton owners, though the records are unclear as to whether these names were legally recognized or informally acknowledged by plantation authorities. requesting that her manumission be "executed."95 Elizabeth Ann, a manumitted Newton slave, appears with two surnames (Miler and Newton) in another document. Another woman is referred to as "Jenny Lane, a slave," in a document prior to her manumission and calls herself Jane Lane in a letter to John and Thomas Lane; she is referred to as "Jenny, a free black woman" in the deed by which the Lane brothers sold to Jenny her two sons, whom she hoped to manumit herself.96 Such examples apart, it must be emphasized that only a minute fraction of Barbadian slaves were manumitted-far below i percent of the total slave population-and an even smaller percentage gained freedom through self-purchase.
There was no clear tendency for slaves with surnames to bear the names of their owners or other slave masters. For example, at Newton and Seawell during 1796, some fourteen slaves had second names that may have been surnames, e.g. Banton, Knight, Spencer, Rogers, Straker, Scott, and Saer, none of which was the name of an owner or a known manager. George Saer carried his white father's names, and, although his father may have been connected to Newton,97 he had not been an owner; none of the other possibly surnamed slaves had the same name as any of the plantations' seventeenth-or eighteenth-century owners. Moreover, all of these slaves had been born at either Newton or Seawell. Likewise, the 1791 Seawell list contains some six slaves with possible surnames (e.g., Williams, Thomas, Sergeant), but none of these names could be associated with any of Seawell's owners or managers. 98 We sought data on slave surnames by sampling hundreds (out of thousands) of slave baptism registrations for five parishes from the mid-i820s to i834. The registers give the names of the slave, the mother, the plantation, and the slaveowner. Most of the slaves had single names, but double names-e.g., Sarah Kitty, John Thomas, Mary Patience, Betty Frances, Mary Ann-were not uncommon. Some of these double names were possibly or probably surnames, but rarely were these the name of the slave's owner. cases of this kind, but the sample indicates that slaves generally had surnames that differed from those of their owners.99 Scores of runaway ads in several newspapers during the late 1700s and early i8oos yield similar results. Most of the slaves mentioned were known only by a single Christian or Anglo-European name and less often by a double name, and rarely is the second of these double names identifiable as a surname; in such cases, the name is always different from that of the owner who is advertising for the runaway. Thus, as with the parish registers, the newspaper ads offer no evidence that surnames were taken from the names of the masters who owned the slaves in question.100
The adoption of surnames increased toward the end of the slave period and accelerated after emancipation, when the ex-slaves required surnames for such legal purposes as land titles, marriages, and death certificates. Exslaves took the Anglo-European names available on the island, including those of slaveowners, plantation overseers, or other whites. We have no systematically collected data to establish the frequency of this practice or the criteria employed in selecting surnames. In all, there seems to have been no marked tendency for Barbadian slaves to bear their owners' surnames, but the criteria used in adopting or assigning surnames remain beyond the ability of our data to resolve.101
Even if surnames did exist as family names among Barbadian slaves, they would have had specific meanings and functions for the slave community and could not have served the politico-legal functions of surnames among free people. Further, many slaves, particularly the African-born in the ear- 101 It is possible that slaves sometimes adopted the names of poor or other classes of whites, such as plantation militia tenants, hucksters, tradesmen, town dwellers, or even British military or naval officers or men with whom they were in contact. Females may have adopted the names of white men with whom they had continuing sexual relations-a practice not uncommon on plantations with lower-echelon whites as well as the slave masters themselves and in the towns. Rachael Pringle-Polgreen, a legendary late i8th-century tavern owner who had been born a slave, rejected the name of her biological white father, who owned her when she was a child and who mistreated her, and took the last names of two white benefactors-lovers, one of whom had been a British naval officer. See Handler, Unappropriated People, I34-35; Handler lier periods, were likely to have reckoned descent through the maternal line. In the early eighteenth century, children on the Codrington plantations, for example, "quite often kept" as surnames their mothers' names, a practice that may have reflected the African system of double naming with an emphasis on descent and genealogical relationship to a parent. Similarly, evidence from the United States and Jamaica indicates that slave surnames may have been matronyms, although at Worthy Park in Jamaica in the decade before emancipation a shift occurred and children "were normally given their father's adopted surname, in line with English custom. "102 Using the mother's surname is also common in the modern West Indies when the parents are unmarried.103 This practice may have been at least partially influenced by West African matrilineal traditions and naming patterns that emphasized descent. Whether or not African practices played a role in this naming pattern, the conditions of enslavement in the British Caribbean would certainly help account for them. For example, when children were fathered by men from other plantations, paternity might be recognized by slave masters, but, because slave status descended through the mother's line, a child belonged to the mother's owner; slave children were thus more likely to live among their mother's kin than their father's, further heightening the importance of the maternal line.
Another line of reasoning may account for at least some of the surnames among Barbadian slaves. We have mentioned the occurrence of double names, but some of the surnames that in Anglo or European usage may be identifiable as family names for slaves may have been double names in the African tradition. Thornton notes that elites (possibly also commoners) among some Angolan peoples during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries had a "double naming pattern" that used a "fairly standard set of given names" that were arranged to show the individual's descent. These names were "not family names or surnames" but baptismal or Christian names as well as traditional African names. Thornton suggests that the Angolan system of double naming "may be the origin of a common pattern in the Caribbean basin today in which people have what normally are given names as surnames, among them Charles, Joseph, Pierre, and Francois. These names are transmitted as surnames in European naming systems, but their origin as last names may well reflect the pattern so widely seen in central Africa." The double naming system described by Thornton was used to show the individual's descent in a fashion similar to "the Arabic and Hebrew patterns in which the father's first name is given in each generation as a second name."104 The use of second names to indicate descent may also help to explain Barbadian namesaking after kin or other persons who had a close personal relationship to the child or its namer.
Conclusions
Although the evidence for slave naming practices is often ambiguous and superficial and deficiencies in the statistical representativeness of our sample may have obscured variations in time and place as well as some broader trends in naming practices, our data indicate that Barbadian slaves played a larger role in naming themselves and their children than has been supposed by scholars of Caribbean slavery. For much of the slave period, slaves probably named their children or had some influence on the names by which their children are identified in the documentary sources; the child's parents, particularly the mother, probably exercised the largest role in naming, although grandparents may also have had some input.
Plantation authorities may have assigned many of the Anglo or European names that appear in the sources, but our data preclude determining the extent to which such names were used in the slave community. An excellent chance exists that slaves did not extensively use such assigned names but rather bore additional or alternative names that they gave themselves or were given by other slaves. Many had multiple names, including nicknames or plantation names (the vast majority of which are lost to the record), that undoubtedly played a greater role in daily interactions than the names given them by slavemasters.
Most slaves in our sample are listed with Anglo or European names. Although some Africans may have acquired these names while still in Africa, newly purchased slaves usually received Anglo or European names from masters. While some Africans may have adopted their new names and used them regularly, others continued to use their African names in their own communities. Creole slaves also bore African names. The great majority of Barbadian slaves were creoles by the mid-to late 1700s, and well over 90 percent were born on the island by the last fifteen years preceding emancipation in 1834-1838. These demographic facts, combined with the frequency of African names for most of the slave period, provide another indication that slaves played a major role in their own naming, since it is highly unlikely that slavemasters or plantation authorities would have given African names to slave children born on their New World plantations; moreover, these names were usually recognized and accepted by plantation authorities. 104 Thornton, "Central African Names and African-American Naming Patterns," 732, 733, 737-38. ing, the use of multiple names and nicknames, the role of kin in naming, and probably in the adoption of double names with their emphasis on individual descent. Drawing on West African naming traditions reflected a tendency to place some value on identity with Africa; in so doing, African-born and creole slaves found a means for maintaining self-esteem and establishing an identity that transcended enslavement.
